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The Background

In today's digital business environment, the need for enhanced cyber 
security is essential. However, many companies continue to struggle with 
resilience, often experiencing breaches that lead to everything from 
compliance issues, to lost and stolen data and, ultimately, to brand 
damage and revenue loss. And though it is easy to read about these 
breaches, the causes and potential solutions are rarely identified.


It is for these reasons that Calian has created the Breach Report. Each 
month, we spotlight a particular type of company, the breach it has 
experienced, and what it could have done to mitigate risk against the 
specific type of cyber attack—all to create better insight for the general 
public and to educate people on proper cyber security best practices. 


In this month's report, we spotlight one of the largest breaches in modern 
history: the release of an unsecured database belonging to an unknown 
organization that has now exposed the details of 80 million+ American 
households. The breadth of the breach represents a total of 50% of all US 
households, the 24GB of data includes everything from home addresses, 
names, dates of birth, and more.
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The Company Profile

VPNMentor, the world’s largest VPN review website, and its partners, 
independent security researchers Noam Rotem and Ran Locar, discovered 
the leak in an unprotected database on a Microsoft cloud server. At this 
point in time, the owner is unknown.


It is a frightening scenario: all database entries contain the "member_code" 
and "score" point to the massive database—all belonging to a service that 
used it as a tool to keep track of members.
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The Environment

The data included in the breach:


• Age and date of birth

• Complete addresses including street and unit numbers, cities, states, 

country, and zip codes

• Complete geographic tagging data  

• Dwelling type

• First and last names, and middle initials

• Gender

• Homeowner status

• Income

• Marital status
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The Outcome

A balance needs to be found between ensuring customer data is secure 
and delivering cloud projects so that data remains secure—especially 
challenging considering tight deadlines that lead to an insufficient 
investment in security. The outcome of this leak demonstrates the 
necessity for organizations to secure their customer data wherever it 
resides and to make cyber security a priority regardless of the project.
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The Potential Risks 
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This massive leak clearly shows how vulnerable customers become when 
a company they trust is hacked. Their data is exposed to cyber criminals 
who can access their data to defraud them through social engineering 
attacks and identity theft. Furthermore, this type of data is open to mass 
phishing campaigns with cyber criminals using customers’ data to launch 
“pornography-watching ransom” attacks and others. These risks are 
twofold: customers are exposed and vulnerable not just in the short term, 
but also in the long term. In addition, the organization’s finances and 
reputation are on the line while the trust their customers had in the 
company has been eroded.




The Solution

Consider that nearly a quarter of data in the cloud is sensitive, and that sharing sensitive data in the cloud has 
increased 53% year-over-year. If we don’t appropriately control access and protect our data from threats, we 
put our enterprises at risk, such as this massive breach of an unprotected database. 


The solution: A Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) could have prevented this by protecting the data where 
it lives. CASB would have enabled the originating company to have complete visibility into data, context, and 
user behavior across all cloud services, users, and devices. Additionally, CASB would have enabled users to 
apply consistent protection to sensitive information wherever it went inside or outside the cloud, as well as the 
ability to take real-time actions deep within cloud services to correct policy violations and to stop security 
threats. 


Here are just a few benefits of a true CASB solution:


• Enforce data loss prevention (DLP) policies across data in the cloud 
A CASB content engine automatically classifies sensitive information and enforces controls to remove or 
quarantine it in the cloud while also preventing data loss via cloud-based email and messaging. 

• Prevent unauthorized sharing of sensitive data with the wrong people 
Detect granular file and folder permissions, including all owners, editors, and viewers, and enforce 
collaboration policies in real time by downgrading or removing permissions and revoking links. 

• Block sync/download of corporate data to personal devices 
Use contextual access information, including device operating system and management status to enforce 
access policies that prevent the download of sensitive corporate data to untrusted devices. 

• Detect compromised accounts, insider threats, and malware 
Leverage machine learning to build behavior models that detect active account compromise and insider 
threats, and apply signatures and sandboxing to identify malware in the cloud and stop threats. 

• Encrypt cloud data with encryption keys that only you control 
Encrypt your sensitive data in the cloud using encryption keys you control while preserving functions such 
as search. No third parties, not even the cloud provider, can access your encrypted data. 

• Audit and tighten the security settings of cloud services 
Monitor and audit the security configuration of cloud services and get suggested modifications to improve 
your security posture based on industry best practices, such as auditing and tightening user permissions. 

• Understand cloud services in use and their risk profile 
View a summary of cloud services in use and the risk profile of those services with a 1-10 CloudTrust 
rating, based on the Cloud Security Alliance protocol, to enforce risk-based policies. 

In all, this was an unfortunate occurrence, one that could have been avoided by implementing the right cyber 
security solution for the job, and taking a more comprehensive and robust stance as it pertains to ongoing 
cyber resilience.


If you are concerned that you may have a potential weak area pertaining to cloud, contact us for a Free 
Cloud Security Audit—it could save your data, your reputation, and even your company. 
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